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Executive summary
In a world where future-ready organizations help customers drive
their own experiences, follow these five steps to take control of content
and deliver a better - and more sustainable - employee and
customer experience.
Step 1. Agree on a mutual CX destination. Select
the right C-suite stakeholders and ensure alignment on priority outcomes for the experiences
you’re generating.

Step 4. Build a sustainable engine for a long voyage.
Use automation and intelligent technologies like AI to
generate and optimize personalized, action-oriented
experiences for your key personas.

Step 2. Source a trustworthy experience map.
Conduct key persona journey mapping to identify
pain points that prevent customers from taking
desired actions aligned to your priority outcomes.

Step 5. Navigate to new horizons. Hire marketingsavvy data scientists and AI pros who can unearth
critical insights that help you connect content-related
efforts to priority business outcomes.

Step 3. Evaluate your content hub. Assess if your
DAM (digital asset management) and CMS
(content management system) are hindering or
helping you produce outcome-driven experiences
at scale.
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“By 2023, autonomous
marketing systems will
issue 55% of multichannel
marketing messages
based on marketer criteria
and real-time consumer
behavior, resulting in a
25% increase in response
rates.”¹

“Insta” demands efficiency
Today’s insta-culture demands that brands deliver constant,
relevant, refreshed content – all optimized for modern channels.
When organizations fail to deliver on these customer experience
(CX) expectations, they may suffer from lower engagement,
reach and conversions.
But the reality is that great CX cannot remain a primary initiative
when its production costs outweigh its returns, especially during
economic declines. Marketers must demonstrate value more
clearly than ever before, and costly single-use experiences are
not the answer.
Even in a strong economy, mature organizations
may struggle to keep pace with customer
expectations; they’re burning out their marketing,
CX and web teams who stretch themselves to
source, manage and personalize content through
legacy processes and technologies. And in a hot
jobs market, modern CX pros – the ones who can
truly help organizations differentiate and succeed

with better experiences - may take their talents
elsewhere, leaving organizations even further
behind.²

Organizations need a way to
sustainably produce and deliver
high-impact content that supports
innovation and growth initiatives.

Gartner Inc., Predicts 2019: Marketing Seeks a New Equilibrium, Charles Golvin et al., 20 November 2018
(Gartner subscribers may access the report).
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² Forrester Research Inc., Predictions 2019: Customer Experience Comes Under Fire, Harley Manning, Gina Bhawalkar,
Ryan Hart, TJ Keitt, Rick Parrish, Maxie Schmidt-Subramanian, Adele Budovsky and Judy Weader, November 5, 2018
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Take off with content
We recommend taking these five steps to carve a content path that
will help you delight your customers more efficiently.

Step 1. Agree on a mutual CX destination
Profitable marketing-generated experiences should align to bigger business outcomes. Bring the right
stakeholders (including, and beyond, marketers) on board to determine how experiences will impact
priority KPIs for the organization. After all, content plays a role in experiences throughout the customer
lifecycle from marketing through to sales and service.
For instance, efficiency-led experiences could help your:

Customer Care Officer (CCO)
reduce or eliminate unnecessary
service calls

Chief Sales Officer (CSO)
steer customers to low-cost, selfservice buying channels

Chief Operations Officer (COO)
anticipate and staff up for local
market service surges

Ensure your key stakeholders agree on where marketing efforts should be driving. Document
expectations around KPIs and key milestone dates. Understand who is accountable for doing what.

Accelerate now: Need help getting leadership aligned on realistic

CX outcomes? Consider customer experience readiness support to bring
everyone together faster.
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Step 2. Source a trustworthy
experience map
With clear KPIs in focus, you can start to understand
customers better through personas, mapping out
their experience journey. It’s essential to prove that
you know customers by offering them only the most
relevant content at the right time.
As a start, focus your efforts on the personas who
play the most critical role in impacting your priority
business KPIs. Follow their typical brand journey from
start to end, while identifying experience gaps and
frictions along the way. What prevents or delays those
personas from completing the action(s) that drive
your desired business outcome?
Let’s say your goal is to increase sales for a product
that has traditionally underperformed with Persona A.
See where Persona A encounters (or doesn’t

encounter) related product content along their
typical journey and identify opportunities where
Persona A would more readily engage and consider
buying it. Maybe it’s adding that product into a
landing page carousel frequently visited by Persona
A or carrying it over to Persona A’s preferred
channel of choice with a more contextually relevant
offer. It’s essential to create pathways to conversion;
don’t leave it to your audience to try and figure
it out.
Persona mapping is a critical element for journey
design and a building block for personalization, but
real people don’t necessarily follow these journeys
to the letter, nor do they all fit into one persona.
Get more value from your Engagement Platform to
enhance experiences for more people.

Case study:
Personalization for
the most personal
moments
Challenge: SCI, a leading provider
of end-of-life arrangements and
services, sought to help customers
find what they needed more easily
– bringing comfort during stressful
times.
Solution: Avanade helped SCI
modernize its digital marketing
strategies with personalization,
giving customers a more relevant,
convenient experience when they
need it most.

Accelerate now: Looking to personalize experiences, but not sure where

to start? Consider upgrading your Digital Experience Platform to take advantage of
the latest personalization capabilities, and read our personalization strategy guide
for practical planning tips.
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Step 3. Evaluate your content hub
Content is king, and a modern king needs a modular castle. To give your key customers the personalized experiences needed to drive desired business outcomes,
you’ll want to ensure you have the proper DAM solution in place to deliver a modern CX at speed and scale as outlined in the checklist of essential DAM criteria
below. Because when your business is empowered to identify optimal content, optimize it for each use case and channel, and dynamically publish and re-evaluate
in real-time, you're in a better position to produce relevant, profitable CX at scale.

Checklist for your DAM criteria

Why it matters

Embedded in experience-friendly CMS: Is your content
directly connected to your CMS and accessible within your
digital experience platform?

Ensures your content is available where
it needs to be used.

Business user-oriented: Can marketers, CX pros and designers
access content and apply it to experience scenarios themselves?

Hasten time to market without rounds
of internal interpretation.

More than a repository: Can your business swiftly conduct
content-related tasks (editing, tagging, publishing) without
multiple authentications and manual intervention?

a

Improve efficiency, reduce guesswork
and improve quality all in one hub.

a

Cross-channel ready: Is content auto-formatted and displaycompatible for all potential channels (mobile, web, IoT, kiosk)?

Automatically display content correctly
for customers on their channel of
choice.

Provides real-time insights: Do applied analytics help your
teams evaluate content performance to continually optimize
experiences?

Scoring and AI-ready optimization
of content displays the right asset
for each customer to achieve desired
outcomes.

Collaborative: Can employees communicate with one another
in real-time context so content is routed appropriately and
transparently among them?

Streamlined workflows improve the
employee experience and give line of
sight to level of effort.

a
a

a
a

Accelerate now:
Considering a shift to a different
digital experience platform? You’ll
need content migration strategy
and the best platforms to facilitate
the move. Avanade’s RTE Content
Gathering tool may be the right fit;
it’s a configurable .NET web application
with a SQL server database, which
allows for content compilation for
unstructured collection of page
components. If you’re happy with
your current setup, we can help you
get more value from your Customer
Engagement Platform investment.
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Step 4. Build a sustainable engine
for a long voyage
Your goals, strategy and assets are in place. But
what content should be used, when and for
how long, to achieve your desired KPIs? Turn to
analytics and use machine learning (ML) and AI to
provide data-led recommendations that improve
performance with time. Let these technologies
work around the clock so your marketing and CX
teams can focus on more creative pursuits.
First, ensure your DAM or CMS capture data and
offer analytics that accurately report strength of
content mapped to desired business outcomes. If
your personalization efforts are failing to convert
Persona A to buy more Product X, you must act
immediately to prevent lost sales opportunities.
But doing this on a manual trial-and-error basis is
unsustainable, reactive and ineffective.
Instead, remove or augment human-created rules
with AI-generated discoveries. Infusing content
production with AI can help you identify content
data signals, and even course-correct before you
ever feel the business impact. For instance, AI can
learn from data patterns and persona mapping

which personas would prefer specific content,
ultimately making recommendations for the next
best action or next best offer that is most likely
to generate the desired outcome tied to your
KPIs. Embracing this process allows for content
optimization at scale.

Gartner predicts that, “by 2020, more
than 50% of deployed multichannel
marketing hubs will include a
productized AI solution. In pilot tests,
the campaigns that employ predictive
segmentation and content selection
will outperform those crafted by manual
selection by 100%.”³

Accelerate now:

Most enterprises have marketing
analytics in place, but need help
preparing for AI. Read our guide
for tips to be successful.

³ Gartner Inc., Predicts 2019: Marketing Seeks a New Equilibrium, Charles Golvin et al., 20 November 2018 (Gartner subscribers may access the report).
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Step 5. Navigate
to new horizons
You’re ready to set sail. But you’ll
need a crew of data and AI
navigators to validate that you’re
heading to your KPIs. Since every
critical experience decision should
be fed by data-led insights,
augment your marketing team
with business-savvy data scientists
who can help you evaluate the
cleanliness of your data to ensure
your CMS accurately evaluates
results in real time and provides
insightful reporting across
campaigns and content.

Marketing analytics pros can help you make sense of overwhelming data to understand
performance and behaviors across channels. For example, AI may identify, through social
sentiment analysis, why a certain product saw roaring success for a specific persona on
desktop but limited uptake on mobile. (Maybe customers complained on Twitter that the
offer failed to load properly on a key mobile operating system.) This knowledge empowers
the business to be proactive in future experience efforts while perpetually learning.
With alignment, strategy, content, systems and data experts in place you are wellpositioned to constantly test and iterate, hitting new benchmarks and reaching for new
KPIs across your business.

We See Three Sets Of Skills Emerging
Percent of Analytical Marketing Jobs With Skills
–– Data Engineering

–– Data Science & Advanced Analytics

–– Visualization/Reporting
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Graphic source:
Gartner TalentNeuronTM, The Secret to a Genius Marketing Analytics Organization, April 29, 2019

Accelerate now: Seasoned data scientists aren’t always easy to come
by. Avanade’s global team of analytics and AI practitioners can help you
deliver high-performing intelligent experiences at scale.
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Why Avanade?
We blend creativity, innovation and technology to deliver sustainable
customer experiences that drive ongoing business value. And we can
do it consistently, at scale, across brand touchpoints and channels.
We have:
• More than 250 digital marketing clients in
21 countries

• Over 750 UX professionals and 38 LUMA HumanCentered Design practitioners

• Provided ongoing support for 100+ global clients
with Digital Marketing Managed Services

• 3,500 analytics professionals and 4,200 business
excellence and automation experts

• Won 21 industry experience awards, in 		
partnership with our clients, in the last five years

• Onshore, nearshore and offshore resources who
provide top talent at affordable blended rates

Ready to drive sustainable experiences through high performing content?
Connect with us to request an immersive CX workshop that best suits your needs.
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About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital
and cloud services, business solutions and design-led
experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 36,000
professionals in 24 countries, we are the power behind
the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging
the Microsoft platform. Majority owned by Accenture,
Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and
Microsoft Corporation.
Learn more at www.avanade.com
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